Used geo tracker

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. My wife and I recently
purchased a car from Jim Johnson Nissan and we had a great experience from the time we set
foot on the property. The sales people are great and made the process easy and stress free. I
will always buy my vehicles from Jim Johnson and I plan on doing all service work with them as
well. Top notch experience! We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. Used Geo Tracker for Sale Nationwide. All
Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Geo Tracker
listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Neil. Everett, WA Message Seller. CarGurus
Pay. Why Use CarGurus? Geo dealers in Atlanta GA. Geo dealers in Chicago IL. Geo dealers in
Dallas TX. Geo dealers in Houston TX. Geo dealers in Los Angeles CA. Geo dealers in Miami FL.
Geo dealers in New York NY. Geo dealers in Philadelphia PA. Geo dealers in Washington DC.
Suzuki Samurai For Sale 8 listings. Suzuki Sidekick For Sale 4 listings. Your Cart: 0 items. Step
1. Step 2. Step 3. Step 4. Select Year. Select Year First. Select Make First. Select a Part. Don't
see your Part? Choose the larger assembly your part is attached to. For example: if your
looking for a Hood Latch, choose Hood. Expand your search. For example: find "Hood Latch"
by choosing "Hood". All rights reserved. Geo Tracker AC Compressor. Geo Tracker Air Cleaner.
Geo Tracker Air Conditioning Condenser. Geo Tracker Air Conditioning Evaporator. Geo
Tracker Air Flow Meter. Geo Tracker Air Tube Resonator. Geo Tracker Axle Assembly, Rr. Geo
Tracker Axle Housing. Geo Tracker Blower Motor. Geo Tracker Body Parts, Misc. Geo Tracker
Brake Caliper. Geo Tracker Brake Master Cylinder. Geo Tracker Brakes, Front. Geo Tracker
Brakes, Rear. Geo Tracker Bumper Assy, Front. Geo Tracker Bumper Assy, Rear. Geo Tracker
Bumper Rein, Rear. Geo Tracker Carrier Assembly. Geo Tracker Clutch Disc. Geo Tracker
Clutch Slave Cyl. Geo Tracker Column Switch. Geo Tracker Coolant Pump. Geo Tracker
Cylinder Block. Geo Tracker Cylinder Head. Geo Tracker Differential Assembly. Geo Tracker
Distributor. Geo Tracker Door, Swinging on Back. Geo Tracker Door Assembly, Fr. Geo Tracker
Door Glass, Front. Geo Tracker Door Handle. Geo Tracker Door Hinge, Rear. Geo Tracker Drive
Shaft, Front. Geo Tracker Drive Shaft, Rear. Geo Tracker Engine Assembly. Geo Tracker
Exhaust Cross Pipe. Geo Tracker Exhaust Manifold. Geo Tracker Front Axle Assembly. Geo
Tracker Front Brakes. Geo Tracker Front Bumper Assembly. Geo Tracker Front Bumper Cover.
Geo Tracker Front Bumper Reinforcement. Geo Tracker Front Door Glass. Geo Tracker Front
End Assembly. Geo Tracker Front Spindle Knuckle. Geo Tracker Fuel Filler Door. Geo Tracker
Fuel Inject Parts. Geo Tracker Harmonic Balancer. Geo Tracker Headlamp Assembly. Geo
Tracker Heater Assembly. Geo Tracker Ignition Switch. Geo Tracker Intake Manifold. Geo
Tracker Interior Parts Misc. Geo Tracker Misc. Geo Tracker Parts Cars Trucks. Geo Tracker
Pickup Cab Shell. Geo Tracker Powertrain Control Module. Geo Tracker Quarter Glass. Geo
Tracker Quarter Panel Assembly. Geo Tracker Radiator Core Support. Geo Tracker Radio Audio.
Geo Tracker Rear Axle Assembly. Geo Tracker Rear Brakes. Geo Tracker Rear Bumper
Assembly. Geo Tracker Rear Bumper Reinforcement. Geo Tracker Rear Door Glass. Geo
Tracker Roof Assembly. Geo Tracker Running Board. Geo Tracker Seat Belt, Front. Geo Tracker
Side View Mirror. Geo Tracker Speedometer. Geo Tracker Starter Motor. Geo Tracker Starter
Solenoid. Geo Tracker Steering Column. Geo Tracker Steering Gear Rack. Geo Tracker Steering
Rack and Pinion. Geo Tracker Stereo Radio. Geo Tracker Tail Finish Panel. Geo Tracker
Temperature Control. Geo Tracker Throttle Body Assembly. Geo Tracker Throttle Body Assy.
Geo Tracker Timing Cover. Geo Tracker Trailer Hitch. Geo Tracker Transfer Case Assy. Geo
Tracker Transmiss,Transaxle. Geo Tracker Transmission. Geo Tracker Windshield Glass. Geo
Tracker Windshield Washer Reservoir. Geo Tracker Wiper Transmission. To the delight of
Chevrolet dealers, Geo introduced a new four-door hardtop variant of the cute little Tracker last
year. Also new in was a revised instrument panel with dual airbags. Four-wheel anti-lock brakes
were optional. So equipped, the new Tracker proved quite popular in the burgeoning mini
sport-ute marketplace. After a heavy makeover for , changes for are limited. Convertibles get a
standard fold-and-stow rear bench seat along with an enhanced evaporative emissions system.
Fun-in-the-sun takes on fresh meaning behind the wheel of a snug-but-cozy Tracker convertible,
whether its engine is driving two wheels or four. A valve engine powers all Tracker models,
sending out 95 horsepower. Naturally, the optional automatic transmission saps much of that
strength. Short and stubby, these friendly little vehicles maneuver easily but handle with a very

light, sometimes twitchy touch on both the highway and off-road. They're more solidly built than
they appear at first glance--not at all like a toy--and deliver a passably pleasant ride most of the
time. Differing little from the Suzuki Sidekick, Trackers look and feel substantial, though during
off-road driving, the door frames shudder just enough to let in a fine silt of dust that coats every
plastic interior trim piece. Front seats are firm but lack leg support, and wear nice-looking
upholstery. The rear seat of four-door models is surprisingly comfortable for two adults. Dual
cupholders and a storage tray sit in the center console. Convertibles have an "easy opening"
top that folds in two ways: either the front half folds back like a sunroof, or the entire canvas top
can be stowed for fully open motoring. Though improved, putting the top up and down still isn't
exactly a quickie operation. Several "expressions packages" feature color-keyed convertible
tops and wheels, and a Tracker can be equipped to tow half a ton. LSi editions feature
automatic-locking hubs, which are nice to have if you switch often between two- and four-wheel
drive. Four-door models can be equipped with power windows, door locks and mirrors. Child
security rear door locks are standard on four-door, and daytime running lights are standard on
all Trackers. The 1. Interstate cruising requires putting the pedal nearly to the metal just to
maintain speed. Would you want the convertible as your sole vehicle? Probably not, but a soft
top Tracker in the garage just might turn sunny summer days into a veritable binge of
adventure. Practical-minded folks, on the other hand, might prefer the weather-tight
construction of a hardtop model. Sadly, we can't recommend using a Tracker for anything but
light duty in the flatlands. With a bigger engine, lightly-equipped Trackers would certainly give
the competition a run for the money. One of the best moves I've ever made. In the winter it's
great because it has 4x4 and is amazing in the snow. In the summer it's great because it's a
convertible and it's surprisingly phenomenal off-road, even when completely stock. It's durable
and can handle lots of work. It's uncomfortable and 55mph on the highway is 3K rpm, but it gets
35 mpg, it's amazingly reliable, and it has the heart and soul of a big truck. Had the car ten
years, changed the oil and plugs every year, had , miles when I sold to co-worker in feb , he is
still driving it. It had no Major problems. I wanted black but we ended up with the dull red one,
my wife loves it, I accepted it, it is her car! We had them add remote locks, but it came loaded,
CD prim, pwr everything except seats. It has k and we changed: brakes, front autohub to manual
auto were too expensive, though it came with auto O2 sensors-2x, complete exhaust-converter,
tires so over all that is great! We did have to redo the AC. The gate lift handle cover fell off, put
back. Wife loves it, I am crippeled with bad back, more than 30 miles I have to have a pain hypo!
Not good on windy days! I have put , miles on this 5 spd 4WD Tracker and consider it to be
trouble free and cheap to drive. I get between 30 and 35 MPG with every tank. Maint: replaced
the front brakes 3 times, rear brakes 2 times; starter and alternator once; tires every 45,; just
replaced the speedometer cluster because the speedometer quit working; some light bulbs
have never been replaced. If a vehicle lasts this long in WV it's a good design. I'll be looking for
a newer Tracker in another 50K or so. Write a review. See all 20 reviews. Consumer ratings and
reviews are also available for the Geo Tracker and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate
the Tracker 4. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer
reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed
rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality,
and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of
why customers like the Tracker. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and
reviews for the Geo Tracker and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes
expert reviews and recommendations for the Tracker featuring deep dives into trim levels and
features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings,
road test and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and
more. This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers.
Our team drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating
how they drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like
you, so we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to
know if there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our
favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car
that fits your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from
our massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Geo Tracker. Edmunds has deep data on over 6
million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,

wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Home Geo Geo Tracker. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Sponsored cars
related to the Tracker. Most helpful consumer reviews 4. People who viewed this also viewed 3.
The Edmunds experts tested the Tracker both on the road and at the track. You probably care
about Geo Tracker fuel economy, so it's important to know that the Tracker gets an
EPA-estimated 22 mpg. What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff
in your new car, keep in mind that carrying capacity for the Tracker ranges from And then
there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Geo Tracker is reliable, read
Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to
live with the Tracker. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be
sure to compare the Tracker's average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a
lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Geo Tracker is a good car. Safety scores, fuel
economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether
the Tracker is a good car for you. Check back soon for the official Edmunds Rating from our
expert testing team Learn more. Other versions include: Learn more. If you're interested in the
Geo Tracker, the next question is, which Tracker model is right for you? What do people think of
the Geo Tracker? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of
ratings and reviews for the Geo Tracker and all model years in our database. Our Review
Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car
reviewers. Which Geo Trackers are available in my area? Can't find a new Geo Trackers you
want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Geo
Tracker? Check out Geo lease specials. Sign Up. Skip to main content. Related: suzuki samurai
chevrolet tracker suzuki sidekick jeep wrangler chevy tracker suzuki geo tracker soft top geo
tracker lift kit convertible jeep geo tracker geo tracker parts. Include description. Drive Type.
RWD 1 Items 1. Vehicle Title. Clean 1 Items 1. Model Year. Geo 1 Items 1. New , Items , Used 3,
Items 3, Not Specified 35 Items Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings ,
Accepts Offers 14, Auction Buy It Now , Item Location. US Only. North America. Delivery
Options. Free International Shipping. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized
Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Any Free International
Shipping. Gallery View Customize. Chevrolet Tracker - apply Category filter. Buy It Now. Almost
gone. Benefits charity. Shipping not specified. Leave feedback about your eBay search
experience - opens in new window or tab. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and
bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and
costs. Search Studies. Used Cars. Geo Tracker. Cars Owners Keep the Longest. Most Popular
Cars in See more studies X Message:. Category: Used Cars. Location: Philadelphia, PA Dealer
Rating:. Get email alerts for price drops and new listings matching this search. Would you like
to view the latest search results? Zip Code Required X. How many are for sale and priced below
market? Similar Models. Keep me posted on new listings X. Email me new car listings and price
drops matching this search:. Email Please specify correct email. By clicking "Subscribe" you
agree to our Terms and Privacy Policy. Track price drops for this car X. Email me when the price
of this listing drops:. Please specify correct email. Email me for all future saved listings. The
search has been saved X. The search has been saved. Would you like to get email alerts for new
listings and price drops for the search? Subscribe No. Chevrolet Camaro for Sale. Chevrolet
Cavalier for Sale. Chrysler Sebring for Sale. Ford Mustang for Sale. Mazda MX-5 Miata for Sale.
Mitsubishi Eclipse Spyder for Sale. Pontiac Sunfire for Sale. Suzuki Sidekick for Sale. Toyota
Paseo for Sale. Volkswagen Cabrio for Sale. Post Ad Log In. Price Set. Top Sites parts. Location
Category Availability Price Sort. All Categories 26 For Sale 10 Vehicles Offered 26 Wanted.
Create Alert. Engine: 1. Great car to sport around your destination. New motor installed in with
20, miles. Runs like a top and very well maintained. Four-cylinder, standard 8 valve with
overhead cam, and manual transmission with 5-speed overdrive. Great gas mileage. Has
4-wheel drive with manually locking hubs. Valley Industries trailer hitch on back. Full-size
mounted spare. New custom floor mats. New battery Requires some drilling not major. Specific
dinghy towing restrictions apply. They may include specific towing speeds and distances, and
or lubricating the transmission and transf CV Geo Tracker Brand new aftermarket grille for , , , , ,

, and Geo Tracker. Grille comes gray so you can paint it any color. Check our feedbacks. Item
received quickly and it was as described. They may include specific towing speeds and
distances, and or lubricating the transmission and transfer case with the eng If you do not see
what you are looking for in our store, give us a call This is a Geo Tracker 1. It will fit It is
guaranteed good, as is your satisfaction. It is complete with alternator, coil packs, PS pump, fan
clutch, and the wiring harness on top of the engine. We are fast shippers, and good at getting
great rates. Your Listing Here. Post Ad. Make Geo. Model Tracker. This Geo is in great condition
for its age with low miles on it, mainly used to travel highway. Tracker runs,drives and shifts
properly with no smoke,noises or shakes. The 4x4 system works properly, brakes and tires are
in good condition. Very hard to find these trucks without rust. Equipped with a v6 engine and
automatic transmission these truck are known to go atleast k anymore. Truck has current Pa
inspection and emissions. Don't miss out!!! We also will part it out for a major part order. Make
Chevrolet. Up for sale is a 93 Geo Tracker. I purchased it in its current condition to clean and
repair it for my daughter, because she had to have it. But she also wanted a jeep and found one.
So The tracker is up for sale. I will detail what I know about the vehicle and answer any
questions that I can. It is still titled in The owners name that purchased it New. Meaning
whoever purchases it will be the second owner. The miles stated are actual and true. It was a
daily driver then parked. Sitting outside for a couple years nature started wearing on it then I
purchased it. It is currently not a daily driver. I had it towed home. I know for certain it needs a
battery, tires, a cleaning, and possibly a fuel pump. I ran it with starting fluid before I purchased
it and the engine sounds great. Some pictures are attached. The last picture shows the hood
closed properly. Any questions just ask. The vehicle is for sale locally so I do reserve the right
to end the auction at any time. It truly would be harder to find a nicer Tracker that has been
better kept than this one. It is evident that this vehicle has been very well loved it's entire life.
Runs and drives fantastic. I've been driving this Tracker myself for the last week to shake it
down and what a blast! Suspension is nice and tight. Engine is quick and powerful.
Transmission shifts perfectly. With the higher powered 2 liter engine and the the low weight of
this vehicle, it really zips around. Can easily handle and navigate traffic and has no problem
cruising down the road at normal highway speeds. Tires are brand-new and also has high-end
replacement CD player and speakers. Also has brand-new soft-top and replacement sunroof.
There aren't many vehicles like this one out there, if any. If this is what you're looking for, this is
the vehicle that you will want. RR bench seat seat belt needs replacement. Otherwise great
shape. All transactions must be completed within 7 days of the end of auction. Tax, Title and
License: Local residents are responsible for applicable sales tax in your county as well as title
and licensing fees. If you live outside of our state, you are responsible for applicable tax, title
and licensing fees in your area. Note: If the deposit is not received within forty-eight hours 2
business days or if the sale is not complete within 7 days of the close of the auction, we reserve
the right to sell to the next highest bidder or to another qualified buyer. Legally Binding
Contract: If you are the winning bidder of this auctions please follow through with the
transaction. Remember, your winning bid is a legally binding contract to purchase. We want you
to drive off of our lot and know that you have made the right decision with no regret. We only
sell high-quality cars. All cars are thoroughly inspected before being purchased and then are
even more thoroughly gone-through before being sold to the public. Any and all areas needing
attention on the car will be addressed and repaired by our sister automotive repair shop which
is the highest rated in the area. We wouldn't sell you a car that I wouldn't sell to my family and
you won't find any type of pressure sales at Spring Garden Motor Company. We'd love to talk to
you about what type of vehicle will be best for you and then we'll go from there. Trust us, you'll
enjoy buying a vehicle from Spring Garden Motor Company. This Geo Tracker is like no other
that you will ever find. I personally did a complete "frame off" rebuild of this vehicle about 3
years ago. I needed the smallest, lightest 4x4 to flat tow behind my RV, and that is why I decided
on this particular vehicle. I am a huge perfectionist, especially when I am building it to keep. I
spent about 9 months putting this Tracker together. The engine is from a Jetta. For the first 2
years, I drove it with a 5-speed manual transmission. When I did all the engine upgrades, the
clutch started slipping too much power , so I figured it would be a good time to change to
automatic tired of shifting gears. It took me about 6 months to finally get the automatic installed
and working properly. It is a L fully mechanical 4-speed overdrive newly rebuilt and, get this, a
Dana transfer case bolts right up to it. The front differential is stock Tracker 4. I fabbed up some
long lower control links for the rear with the stock coils, all reconfigured. On the front, I
completely reconfigured the frame rails for lift and installed 2. The original carpet and seats
were still in good shape, so I reused them driver seat bottom has one cig. Rear bucket seats are
pinned for quick removal. I have all parts to change it back to manual transmission and will let it
go with. Every single light on this Tracker is LED, not one incandescent bulb. New inspection

and emission. Just put New tires, working four wheel drive. Fixed this up for my daughter, but
things didn't work out. Must sell instead. If you want an economical 4-Wheel drive that will last
for many more years and miles here is your chance. This is rust and dent free and has been
meticulously maintained and garaged for its miles. Recent top, good tires, more pictures on
request. I like unusual cars so a swap is not out of the question. Thanks for looking. Need gas? I
don't think so. At least not very much! What a deal! Comes equipped with all the standard
amenities for your driving pleasure: 1. Tracker trim. Locally Owned Trade. Fuel economy
calculations based on original manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. Please confirm
the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Commerce City, CO. Elk
Grove, CA. Miami, FL. Chester Twp, NJ. Rock Hill, SC. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
Cars for Sale Geo Tracker. Year Make Geo Model Tracker. Year Make Chevrolet Model Tracker.
Year - Make - Model -. Category - Mileage - Posted Over 1 Month. Make Chevrolet 4 Suzuki 4 Geo
2 Infiniti 1. Category Beta Convertible 6 Suv 3. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear
Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Refine your search. Prizm Tracker Metro Storm
Lsi Automatic Manual Gasoline Classic Cars 9. Lifted 11 Hardtop 7 Mini Truck 3. Popular Similar
Cars. Geo Tracker For Sale results. Refine search. It was running fine and after sitting for a
couple of weeks would not start. Really not sure what is wrong but don't have time to deal with
it. We have a full service department able to handle all makes and models, and a car rental
agency on site. Vehicle condition grade 3. Wyoming Wyoming 3 years at everycarlisted. CD
Player. Google Ads. Maybe it is, but it is really fun to drive on- and off-road. With a gorgeous
black exterior and a black interior, this vehicle is a top pick. It comes with a 1. Burns motors llc
is widely recognized to be among the best in quality, reliability, value and customer satisfaction
in both sales and service. The ugly: It's rattlecan yellow. Drivers door doesn't line up right.
Flaunting a dazzling black exterior and a black interior, this car is a sight to see from the inside
out. Runs great but needs a few things. Been a really good car to me. Look forward to a
professional experience. In addition to selling new cars from dodge, chrysler, jeep, and ram we
also offer used cars and auto parts. Dare to compare! It has a 1. Geo tracker built by chevrolet.
Only has miles. Has ac and is 4x4 with low range. Its like a side by side that will do 80 mph
down the freeway. Air Conditioning. Fun little SUV top comes off-only 61k miles!! Fun little SUV
top comes off-works very well!! Custom Geo tracker. Now for the upgrades: Higher end alpine
head unit with eq below ," midrange voice speakers with 4 bullet tweeters in the rear , Rock
crawler buggy Geo Tracker. Sheridan, in ph: web: Removable soft top!! Manual 5 speed with
reverse!! Clean title. Some rust. Has autostart and 4x4 in working condition. This will make a
great summer cruiser for someone with the top down and will also be great for zipping around
on a lake ice fishing next winter. Here we have an original 91' geo tracker has 13, miles but they
are exempt!! Comoptions:4x4 new topdescription:. Save money in ellensburg pay only 8. Come
down to windy chevrolet and experience the home town feeling! Extended warranties are
available on most vehicles. Must print this ad and present at dealership to recieve internet price.
Runs great, as-is all vehicles are safety inspected and road tested by ownership. We also
service what we sell. Please verify any information in question with bel-air motors. Bucket
Seats. There are a few negatives; The aftermarket radio doesn't work. I have several of these,
and they are great fun to drive anywhere. As described, as is, no return after pick-up in or
around athens, tn. Clear title in hand ready to sign over. Please message for any additional info
or pic. This superb geo is one of the most sought after used vehicles on the market because it
never lets owners down. Missouri Missouri 3 years at everycarlisted.
Comoptions:description:this truck is originally from southern arizona and lived there until i
bought itand shipped it to michigan in Last spring i finished a frame offrestoration on it. It is a
solid steel truck and required no rust repair. Thisterra has never seen rain or snow, sense the
restoration, and has been storedindoors in a heated barn. It is a rare find in this condition. The
paint is adeep show quality finish. The odometer shows miles, it was miles. It had rolled over k
previous to my owning it. I
2010 ford flex manual
gadget infinity
96 accord timing belt
have driven it miles sense the restoration and may put a few more on itbefore the end of
auction. The frame was stripped down and sprayed with epoxyprimer and then painted with
ceramic chassis coat. All brake lines and translines were replaced with stainless steal lines. The
motor was rebuilt and isfuel injected with a conversion from , hamilton fuel injection. This is a
tbisystem using over the counter chevy parts, and a custom wire harness. It ismounted an rpt
aluminum 4 barrel intake manifold and has a custom the electronic module and related
electronics are mounted in acustom box under the dash. It starts and runs very smooth. And

dana 44 axles are rebuilt. The trans has a deep aluminum pan. Theaxles have 3. The t-case has a
twin stick, thedrive shafts are built by tom woods, the front is a long travel to go with therevers
shackle set up. The exhaust was built by waldron exhaust. It is astainless steel dual exhaust
exact copy of factory original. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

